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Haydon Madras is a good stand up bigger type 
of gelding, very quiet with an impressive hind leg 
set. His full sister Haydon Tangerine was started 
in 2015 young horse chukkas and did it all easily. 
Madras is his dam’s second foal who was retired 
as a broodmare due to a knee injury and the 
opportunity to breed from a well credentialed 
Haydon Nightwatch mare. Her full brother 
Haydon Saturn sold at our Colt Sale, was rated by 
Warwick Turner as one of the better colts he has 
started, showing a lot of ability.  
 
Haydon Special Jewel showed exceptional ability 
and in her first chukka she turned the ball just so 
easily she was selected to breed from to continue 
on this remarkable family. She is half-sister to 
International Champion polo mare Haydon Angel 
Jewel, Champion polocrosse mare Haydon Bush 
Jewel, broodmare Haydon Tourmaline mother of 
Haydon Victoriana exported to Argentina and 
broodmare Haydon Dancing Jewel. 
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Haydon Trinket produced many foals including Champion polo mare Haydon Emerald 
who played right up to Test level and Haydon Necklace Champion mare at the National 
Polocrosse Titles. This is one of the best old Bloomfield Families which traces back to 
Countess in the 1880’s. 
 
 

 
 
 

 

Haydon Necklace Champion at the Nationals 
played by Les Fraser 

Haydon Bush Jewel winner of many polocrosse 
awards 

Haydon Emerald played by Australian Captain Jim MacGinley in 
the Test Match against Argentina 

Haydon Angel Jewel played by the world’s leading 10 goal player 
Adolfo Cambiaso 
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Haydon Angel Jewel played by the world’s leading 10 goal player Adolfo Cambiaso
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Haydon Emerald played by Australian Captain Jim MacGinley in the Test Match against Argentina

Haydon Necklace Champion at the Nationals played by Les Fraser
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